
FOSSIL FUN
MAKE YOUR OWN PRETEND FOSSIL 

The Basics:

Episode:  “Daisy’s Colossal Fossil” (11 min.)
While digging in her garden, Daisy unearths a giant fossil – a bone from a wooly mammoth!  
Daisy’s imagination takes over as she dreams of meeting a mammoth in prehistoric times.

Episode curriculum goal: Look in places where water has worn away layers of rocky earth and you 
might find a fossil – the stone-like remains of a plant or animal that lived thousands or even 
millions of years ago.

Clips on PBSKids.org: “The Mammonth Fossil” 
**To view clips, visit PBSKids.org/video, click on Nature Cat and select Browse.  

Learn how imprints become fossils by
using clay to make your own pretend 
“fossil” from clay.

Modeling or pottery clay (enough for 
each child to make at least a 1-inch ball)

Objects (such as seashells, plants or 
rocks) to make an imprint in the clay 

Table covering to protect your workspace

Optional: rolling pin

OOptional: wax paper
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Time to make fossil: approx. 10-15 minutes, plus
overnight drying time.

Goal of Activity:

Number of children: Any number. Younger children may 
need help from an adult.

Time:   
Space:  A table with clear workspace.

What You’ll Need:

Preparation (before children arrive):



Tally Ho! Directions: 

Explain to children that there are different kinds of fossils.  Some (like the mammoth bone 
in Nature Cat) are bones or eggs that harden over thousands of years and become like 
stone.  Others (like Daisy’s plant fossil at the end of the episode) are like pictures of things 
that lived long ago; these fossils form when an animal or plant presses into mud and leaves 
an imprint behind.  Today, you’ll make a pretend imprint “fossil” of your own.

Knead the clay and roll it into a ball.

UUse hands or a rolling pin to flatten the ball out to no less than 1/2" thick. (Doing this part 
on a sheet of wax paper will make it easier to move the fossil for drying.)

Press an object into the clay and then carefully remove it. Be careful not to push too hard!  
The object shouldn’t go all the way through the clay.

Remove the object to reveal the imprint in the clay.

Let the clay dry overnight.

Have fun with your fossil!  Or make a few more fossils to create your own mini-museum!

Things to do:

 Play a detective game! Put your fossil next to a few objects, and challenge a friend to figure out which   
 one made the imprint. How can you tell which one it is? Have children compare the objects to the     
 imprints and talk about similarities and differences.

 Pretend to be a paleontologiest (a scientist who looks for fossils)! Have a friend or parent hide your  
 fossil in a small area of dirt or sand. Use a paintbrush to brush off the dirt and carefully excavate the   
  fossil.

Onward and Yonward! Take It Further: 

Look in a Book:
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